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ABSTRACT 
 

This thesis presents a novel sputter erosion sharpening technique for the 

production of conductive probes on nanometer and atomic scales.  This field-directed 

sputter sharpening procedure is shown to reliably sharpen both tungsten and platinum-

iridium alloy probes and to produce atomic-scale topological changes, distinct from 

traditional sputter erosion sharpening.  Possible justification for this effect is presented in 

the form of controlled ion current modulation at the probe apex.  Furthermore, the 

probes are found to facilitate high-fidelity patterning of the hydrogen passivated silicon 

surface. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation 

As device fabrication techniques draw nearer the limits of scaling in electronic 

and mechanical systems, we are faced with an intriguing atomic limit of precision.  With 

the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope1 and subsequent development of 

scanned probe technologies2 it has become increasingly possible to discuss a new 

generation of structures and devices that are fabricated with near-atomic accuracy. 

Lyding et al. have demonstrated their ability to produce chemically reactive 

patterns on the hydrogen passivated silicon surface using electron-stimulated desorption 

of hydrogen.3  This desorption method was further extended to the controllable 

desorption of individual hydrogen atoms by Hersam et al. using feedback controlled 

lithography.4  Numerous applications for such patterning techniques have been 

demonstrated, including the controlled inclusion of individual dopant atoms in silicon,5 

and the production of dangling bond quantum-dot cellular automata structures.6 These 

techniques provide nanometer scale patterning resolution, and feedback controlled 

lithography provides precise control over the number of atomic desorption events.  

Nevertheless, electron-stimulated modification techniques are inherently stochastic in 

nature, with patterning fidelity dependent on the spatial distribution of electron tunneling 

current between tip and sample.  In the case of electron-stimulated desorption, this effect 

appears as spurious depassivation events in the pattern vicinity, in the tail of the electron 

current distribution.  Reliable achievement of atomically precise control, where the 

electron tunneling distribution is well confined within atomic proportions, promises the 
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ultimate limit of scaling at which each atomic element is precisely controlled and 

structures are manufactured identically and reproducibly to the limits of our theoretical 

ability. 

While the scanning tunneling microscope offers the potential to this goal, its 

ability to reliably and reproducibly form device structures is dependent on our ability to 

provide reliable and reproducible atomic-scale probes that form the core of scanned 

probe instruments.  As a result, one necessary goal remains the production of atomically 

sharp and reproducible metallic probes.  This thesis presents the field-directed sputter 

sharpening process, a novel sputter erosion sharpening technique which seeks to further 

the ability to achieve the goal of high fidelity atomic-scale manufacturing. 

 

1.2 Probe Sharpening Methodology 

The sharpening of conductive probes is a broad field of research, commonly 

enmeshed with the study of electron beam sources for electron microscopy,7 field emitter 

arrays for display applications,8 and atomic probes for scanned probe microscopy.9  The 

field has increasingly flourished since the advent of the scanning tunneling microscope,1 

an application generally dependent on the detailed structure of a scanned probe. 

Sharpening techniques have been the focus of book chapters10 and review articles.11 The 

techniques employed in this work and the progression of sputter sharpening technology 

will be detailed.  When quantifying the microstructure of a probe, a practice of 

measuring radius of curvature and cone angle will be adopted.  As the cone angle may 

vary with length scale, we take this angle to refer generally to the angle of the smallest 

defined cone, proximally nearest the probe apex.  A definition of these characteristics is 
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shown schematically in Figure 1.1.  In the literature, this method of quantifying tip form 

is commonplace, though in some cases the apex diameter is referenced, and defined as 

the width of the smallest distinguishable apex feature.12 The term “cone angle” is 

frequently applied interchangeably with the “cone half-angle,” which is half of the cone 

angle described in this thesis. 

 

1.2.1. Electrochemical etching of metallic probes 

Most probe materials routinely employed offer well understood chemical or 

electrochemical etch procedures for production of sharp microtips.  In one manifestation, 

tungsten probes can be etched electrochemically in 3M NaOH or KOH solution under an 

applied DC bias, while platinum-iridium alloy can be successfully etched in CaCl2 with 

an applied AC bias.  Additional materials employ varied etchant and biasing conditions 

and may require subsequent etch steps.13-15  In all cases, these etching procedures fall 

routinely into two distinct categories, herein termed “drop-off” and “cut-off” techniques. 

Under drop-off, or lamellae, etching16 the desired probe wire length is extended 

through an inert counter-electrode ring within which an etchant film is confined.  While 

etching, this probe wire thins and breaks under applied bias, and the released wire is 

captured for use.  All tungsten tips reported in this work were initially etched using the 

drop-off technique. 

Similarly, under the cut-off or emersion technique,17 several diameters of wire 

are submerged in an etchant solution in the vicinity of a counter-electrode.  For this 

work, and commonly for platinum-iridium etching, this counter-electrode is composed 

of graphite.13,18  In this configuration, a small teardrop forms and detaches from the wire 
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apex, while the top probe is collected for use.  In many cases, cut-off circuitry can be 

employed to detect this completion event,17 while in this work some platinum-iridium 

probes employ a mild fine etch immediately prior to completion to reduce etch rate 

significantly and allow for manual cut-off.  Platinum-iridium probes etched in-house for 

this work were prepared using the cut-off process described with fine etch and manual 

cut-off. 

 

1.2.2. Conventional sputter erosion sharpening of metallic probes 

Since the discovery of pyramidal microstructure on ion bombarded surfaces,19 

the physics of sputter erosion have been irrevocably linked to probe sharpening.  The 

ability to employ these sputter erosion techniques for the sharpening of probes has been 

extensively explored.20-31  The sharpening of polycrystalline tungsten wire is widely 

reported, with resulting radii of curvature between 5 nm30 and ~20 nm.32  The physics of 

conventional sputter erosion sharpening will be described in detail in Section 1.3. 

 

1.2.3. Metallic probe sharpening by the Schiller decapitation process 

Another intriguing technique for sharpening of metallic field emitters was 

described by Schiller et al.33 and is herein termed the Schiller decapitation process.  

Schiller decapitation can be conceptualized as the sputter erosion analog of a cut-off 

electrochemical etch, under which a metallic tip is modified by self-sputtering.  Under 

Schiller’s technique, a negative bias is applied to a tip, inducing field ionization and 

subsequent sputter erosion of the probe apex and shank.  The resulting probes offer a 

reported radius of curvature between 4 nm and 6 nm.  However, the technique requires a 
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monitored decapitation detection mechanism, limiting the ability of this technique to 

scale to highly parallelized probe arrays.  The Schiller decapitation process is the only 

example known to the author of a field-influenced sputter erosion process, as the electric 

field surrounding a biased conductor serves to direct the flux of ions.  However, the 

technique is differentiated from the field-directed sputter sharpening process most 

clearly by polarity of the applied bias and by the ion source itself.  Where the applied 

negative bias under Schiller decapitation attracts locally generated ions to the probe, 

under the field-directed sputter sharpening procedure described in Chapter 2 an applied 

bias repels remotely generated ions, which travel a hyperbolic path away from the probe. 

 

1.3 Sputter Erosion Physics 

The study of sputter-induced erosion of materials and the resulting generation of 

predictable microstructured and nanostructured patterns has been a focus of study for 

more than 50 years.34  Study of the stopping of particles in matter and the relation 

between sputter yield and angle of incidence from which this phenomenon is derived35 

date back further still.  In his experimental result of 1959, Wehner demonstrated the 

sharpening of 0.5 mm diameter metallic spheres following extensive sputter erosion over 

hundreds of hours.34  In this early work, similar to those which followed, the spheres are 

electrically connected to the grounded reference potential.  The underlying physics of 

this sputter erosion are well described by the Sigmund model.20  Understanding of 

conventional sputter erosion physics was additionally refined through the work of Barber 

et al.21 and Carter et al.,25 in which the sputter erosion process is treated with Frank’s 

model of chemical dissolution of crystals by kinematic wave theory.36,37 
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In a simplistic model, sputter erosion of surfaces can be envisioned as a flux of 

energetic ions inducing vibration and displacement of atoms within a substrate by 

collision cascade.20  We can describe micro-scale sputter erosion by the sputter yield: 

( )
ionincident

ejectedatoms
=θY      (1.1) 

As expected, the sputter yield is a function of substrate material and structure, ion 

species, and ion energy. Additionally, the sputter yield exhibits a curious relation to the 

angle of incidence (θ) between the ion path and the substrate normal line, shown from 

theoretical modeling in Figure 1.2.  When considered in terms of a cascade of atomic 

collisions and the non-zero penetration depth of each ion (Figure 1.3), this result 

becomes apparent.  Sputter yield is the number of displaced atoms with sufficient recoil 

action to reach the sample surface and sufficient energy to overcome surface binding 

forces.  As a result, most sputtered atoms are surface atoms, and sputter yield is 

approximately related to the spatial overlap between the sputter cascade and the 

substrate surface (Figure 1.4).  As the angle of incidence of an incoming ion varies from 

surface normal to glancing incidence, a greater fraction of energy is distributed along the 

near-surface plane, increasing the overlap between the energy distribution and surface 

plane, and therefore increasing the sputter yield.  An energetic ion will penetrate the 

surface while slowing due to the influences of nuclear and electronic stopping.  Energy 

from the ion is distributed within the surface through interaction with atomic nuclei, 

producing an energy distribution centered at some distance beneath the surface and with 

a distribution that is approximately Gaussian.20  As the angle of incidence is increased, 

sputter yield will increase as overlap between the sputter cascade and the substrate 

surface increases, thus facilitating the escape of a larger fraction of surface atoms. 
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Approaching glancing incidence, ion reflection becomes increasingly prevalent, 

resulting in a rapid sputter yield decline until erosion ceases for ion flux parallel to the 

surface. 

In modeling conventional sputter sharpening, two distinct modes will prove 

useful.  Under the first-order model of sputter sharpening, topographical surface 

modification is considered on a scale significantly larger than the ion penetration depth.  

In this case, we can model a sharpening process from the relation between yield and 

angle of incidence.  Modeling first-order conventional sputter sharpening, we consider a 

probe of distinct, flat planes as shown in Figure 1.5.  During sputter erosion, each plane 

will etch at a rate related to its angle by the Y(θ) curve.  As competing planes propagate, 

those etching most rapidly will in time overtake more gradually etched planes, resulting 

in an arbitrarily sharp apex with cone angle corresponding to the global maximum of the 

Y(θ) curve.  Experimentally, this maximum is found to produce cone angles between 60 

and 80 degrees for various material substrate and ion species.38 

This first-order model provides a clear understanding of microstructure produced 

by sputter erosion well above the nanometer scale, particularly of the probe cone angle.  

However, in understanding conventional sputter sharpening at the nanometer and sub-

nanometer scale, one must more explicitly consider the collision cascade as well as 

surface diffusion effects. 

A second-order model of conventional sputter erosion follows directly from the 

collision cascade when the spatial extent of this cascade is modeled.  From this model, 

with explicit consideration of the atomic-scale effects within the cascade of influenced 

lattice atoms, one can derive the effects observed under the first-order erosion model, 
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specifically the relation between sputter yield and angle of incidence.  As described by 

Sigmund,23 at the length scale of the collision cascade, sputtering of material from the 

target surface will preferentially occur downstream from the impact site.  Additionally, 

the model predicts the formation of a depression surrounding the base of an eroded 

pyramid, a structural effect verified experimentally in the study of sputter-induced 

morphological changes on surfaces.39  Sputter erosion is reduced at the probe apex, but 

enhanced along the neighboring slope, leading to a reduction of cone angle on the length 

scale of ion penetration. 

Such collision-based erosion models do not readily explain the resulting radius of 

curvature of a probe under conventional sputter sharpening.  Ultimately, the sharpening 

process is limited by the ion penetration depth, and the minimum radius of curvature 

should be on this scale. Though this fundamental limitation exists, those sputter erosion 

models described neglect the effect of surface diffusion on the final tip shape.  As 

explained by Carter24 and Carter et al.25 in a first-order erosion model, the resulting 

probe apex is further modified by the influence of thermally induced and radiation 

enhanced surface diffusion.  Following the derivation of Carter,24 for a two-dimensional 

system and amorphous substrate in the absence of stress, we can describe the flux of 

diffusion surface atoms crossing a unit length as 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

∂
∂

=
RzkT

γDNJ 1Ω0      (1.2) 

where D is the coefficient of surface diffusion at temperature T, k is Boltzmann’s 

constant, N0 is surface atomic density, Ω is the atomic volume, γ is the surface energy, 

and R is the radius of curvature.  Taking the divergence of J and multiplying by the 
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atomic volume (Ω) we find the rate of erosion or accumulation of material attributed to 

surface diffusion is given by 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

∂
∂

=
∂
∂

RzkT
γDN

t
n

D

1Ω
2

22
0     (1.3) 

Where θ is the angle of incidence of an axially oriented ion beam on the surface, the 

radius of curvature can then be defined as 

θd
dzR −=      (1.4) 

and the rate of erosion attributed to diffusion can be given by 

3

32
0Ω

z
θ

kT
γDN

t
n

D ∂
∂

−=
∂
∂     (1.5) 

Additionally, the erosion rate for sputtered material is given from the ion flux (φ), 

substrate atom density (N) and sputter yield (S), accounting for the known cosine 

dependence on angle (θ) by 

θφ cosS
Nt

n

T

−=
∂
∂     (1.6) 

From here a consolidated erosion rate equation can be written: 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
∂
∂

+−=
∂
∂

3

32
0Ωcos

z
θ

kT
γDNθS

N
φ

t
n

T

   (1.7) 

Recalling that S is the sputter yield at normal incidence, an effective sputter yield, Se, is 

defined such that 

θφ cose
T

S
Nt

n
−=

∂
∂     (1.8) 
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We therefore determine the effective sputter yield, from which sputter erosion and 

surface diffusion can be modeled on large length scales and incident angles less than the 

critical angle. 

3

32
0 sec

zkT
DNNSSe ∂

∂Ω
+=

θθγ
θ

   (1.9) 

It must be noted that such derivation of effective sputter yield neglects the potential for 

radiation enhanced surface diffusion, whereby the ion flux directly influences the rate of 

diffusion.  Discussed by Carter,24,26 this effect has been studied in detail by Bradley and 

Harper29 and must be considered in the modeling of field-directed sputter erosion.  

Whereas sputter erosion tends toward the general reduction of probe radius, the 

influence is balanced by a preferential flux of diffusing surface atoms from the region of 

greatest curvature.  Such diffusion can be induced by thermal influences, localized or 

distributed, or by radiation-induced surface self-diffusion, described in detail by Cavaillé 

and Drechsler.40  Additionally, the effects of surface diffusion are influenced by the local 

electric field,41 further complicating analysis of the sputter erosion process. 

 

1.4 Experimental Setup 

The sputter sharpening described in this thesis was performed in the ultrahigh 

vacuum system shown in Figure 1.6, located within the laboratory of Professor J. Lyding 

in the Beckman Institute at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.  Sputter 

erosion operations were performed in a high-vacuum antechamber with a nominal base 

pressure of 8x10-9 torr.  The chamber is evacuated by a Pfeiffer-Balzers TPU-240 

turbomolecular pump backed by an Alcatel 2008A mechanical roughing pump.  An 

integrated ion source is available in the form of a Physical Electronics PHI 04-161 
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sputter ion gun and corresponding OCI Vacuum Microengineering IPS3 controller.  

Electrical contact to the probe is provided by dual, high voltage, vacuum feedthroughs 

that allow for biasing and, where desirable, resistive heating.  During field-directed 

sputter sharpening, tip bias is applied by a Systron-Donner M107 precision DC voltage 

source adjustable to 1 kV.  During sputter cycling the chamber is backfilled to 5.5 x 10-5 

torr of argon or neon gas using a Varian leak valve.  Chamber pressure is monitored by 

an in situ nude ionization gauge and Varian Multi-Gauge controller with corresponding 

UHV board (Gas Correction Factor 1.0). 

Probe characterization is performed in a Philips CM200 transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) operating at 200 kV with nominal achievable resolution of 2 Å.  The 

CM200 includes an integrated CCD camera (2000 x 2000 pixel) for image collection.  

Prior to TEM characterization, probes are removed to ambient conditions for transfer. 

Additionally, the high-vacuum sputter erosion chamber is interlocked with 

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) preparation and scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 

chambers, both maintained below 1 x 10-10 torr, for which the probes are destined.  

Imaging and patterning work is performed in constant-current mode using a room 

temperature STM designed by Lyding et al.42 comprising two concentric piezoelectric 

tubes.  The inner tube provides fine probe motion and facilitates inertial probe 

translation43 while the outer tube provides inertial sample translation.  Microscope 

control is accomplished via a digital feedback control system44 and custom software 

designed by Professor J. Lyding.  An STM system of similar structure is shown 

schematically in Figure 1.7 and has been described previously.45 
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1.5 Thesis Statement 

A novel field-directed sputter sharpening (FDSS) process for the sputter erosion 

sharpening of conductive probes has been developed and demonstrated for the cases of 

tungsten and platinum-iridium alloy material systems.  The FDSS technique is found to 

produce sharper probes than conventional sputter erosion techniques employed under 

equivalent conditions.  It is suggested that this effect results from a localized reduction 

of ion flux at the probe apex facilitated by electric field enhancement at regions of 

reduced radius of curvature.  The resulting reduction in ion flux at the probe apex is 

simulated in the form of a uniform flux impinging upon an isolated charged sphere. 

 Also presented are data verifying the imaging and spectroscopic stability and 

patterning fidelity of FDSS probes in scanning tunneling microscopy and 

nanolithography.  FDSS probes were found to facilitate high precision patterning of the 

hydrogen passivated silicon (100) surface and to be regenerable in the event of 

degradation. 
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1.6 Figures 

 
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the relevant geometric characteristics of a sharpened probe.  The 
cone angle (θ) and radius of curvature (Rt) completely describe the typical form of the near-apex region of 
probes processed by sputter erosion sharpening. 
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Figure 1.2: Theoretical representation of the dependence of sputter yield on angle of incidence, from 
reference 27.  Figure 1.3a demonstrates the cosine dependence of energy distribution depth on angle of 
incidence, while Figure 1.3b models this relation for small angles, while displaying a typical peak and 
decline resulting from the ion reflection coefficient, R.  The angular dependence of sputter yield is shown 
to increase for increasing angle of incidence, before peaking at critical angle θp and falling to zero for 
grazing incidence. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of sputter depth profile from reference 23.  Sigmund demonstrates 
the influence of ion penetration depth and the distribution of the sputter cascade on sputter erosion.  The 
offset between the point of ion impact and the point of maximal sputter yield is shown to result. 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic representation of the distribution of ion energy within the target substrate.  The 
arrows demonstrate the path of ion approach for two distinct angles of incidence.  The distribution of ion 
energy is overlaid.  Sputtering occurs most frequently at points where the energy distribution and surface 
overlap.  It is seen that this overlap increases when the ion path approaches glancing incidence, leading to 
the cosine dependence of sputter yield on angle of incidence. 
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Figure 1.5: A flat-plane representation of first-order sputter erosion sharpening.  Each plane erodes at a 
velocity related to the sputter yield at the corresponding angle of incidence.  Ultimately, those planes 
which translate at maximal velocity are found to supersede all other planes.  This provides schematic 
justification of the prevailing theory that the cone angle of conventional sputter sharpened probes results 
from the peak of the yield curve. 
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Figure 1.6: The “Chamber A” ultrahigh vacuum system employed in this work.  Included and specified are 
the sputtering chamber where sputter erosion is performed, the preparation chamber where sample and tip 
cleaning and other preparation techniques are performed, and the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) 
chamber, where the microscope is located. 
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Figure 1.7: A schematic representation of the Lyding model scanning tunneling microscope employed in 
this work.  Diagram courtesy of Professor J. Lyding. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METALLIC PROBES SHARPENED BY FIELD-DIRECTED SPUTTER 

SHARPENING AND CHARACTERIZED BY TRANSMISSION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY 

 
This chapter presents the results of sputter erosion sharpening of metallic probes 

in the presence of a controlled electrostatic field at the probe apex.  The processing 

procedure will be detailed for platinum-iridium and tungsten probes, and the results 

presented and discussed.  This manifestation of sputter erosion physics will be discussed 

in further detail in Chapter 3 and potential explanations specified. 

 

2.1. Field-Directed Sputter Sharpening 

The field-directed sputter sharpening (FDSS) technique is a modified procedure 

descended from the conventional sputter erosion sharpening procedures detailed in 

Chapter 1.  The process employs an energetic flux of inert gas ions directed along the 

axis of the probe wire.  Under FDSS, the metallic probe is biased relative to a remote 

chamber reference potential (ground).  Ions impinging upon the probe surface are 

deflected by the resulting electric potential gradient surrounding the probe apex, 

maximal around the regions of greatest curvature. As in conventional sputter erosion 

sharpening, FDSS employs the dependence of sputter yield on angle of incidence to 

produce the microscale probe structure, though this interaction is perturbed by controlled 

flux deviation at the probe apex. 

Within the existing model of sputter erosion, the effects of field-direction can be 

explained in terms of its effect on surface diffusion processes near the probe apex.  We 

will suggest in Chapter 3 that this effect may follow from the local reduction in average 

ion flux in the apex region that occurs when probe bias is increased.  Additionally, the 
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influence of electric field on the dynamics of radiation or thermally induced surface 

diffusion may influence the sharpening process.40 

 
2.2. Sharpening of Platinum Iridium Alloy Probes 
 

One common probe material employed for scanning tunneling microscopy is an alloy 

of platinum and iridium metal, commonly 90% platinum with alloyed iridium to improve 

physical properties of the material.  Whereas the other typical probe material, tungsten, 

naturally oxidizes under ambient conditions, platinum remains stable and can therefore 

be transferred between vacuum systems, requiring only a moderate degas (~600 °C) 

upon evacuation.  Additionally, platinum offers the benefit of an exceptionally high 

work function (5.64 eV), which facilitates improved patterning. Such advantages make 

platinum iridium alloy a commonly employed probe material, despite the rarity of its 

constituent metals.  For the purpose of this thesis, the choice is particularly advantageous 

due to the need for ambient exposure prior to transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

characterization. 

 

In this experiment, some platinum-iridium probes were commercially purchased 

from Materials Analytical Services (MAS) Incorporated (Suwanee, Georgia).46  Where 

employed, these tips will be described as PtIr-MAS probes. A typical probe, shown in 

TEM micrograph in Figure 2.1, has a 100 nm radius of curvature and an agglomeration 

of surface contamination. This surface layer is believed to be carbon-based and to 

originate at the graphite counter electrode employed during preparation.  In other 

experiments, platinum iridium probes are electrochemically etched in CaCl2 solution.13  

Where employed, these probes will be described as etched PtIr probes. 
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2.1.1. Low flux sharpening of platinum iridium under neon bombardment 

In one experiment, a PtIr-MAS probe is characterized and then processed by FDSS. 

The probe is biased at 400 V relative to vacuum chamber ground while 2000 eV neon 

ions are directed along the axis of the probe wire.  Several subsequent processing cycles 

are carried out under identical conditions, and the tip geometry is found to change 

significantly.  A sequence of TEM micrographs is shown in Figure 2.2, in which the tip 

radius of curvature reduces from 100 nm to less than 1 nm, approaching atomic 

proportions.  A direct comparison between apices is made in Figure 2.3, where each 

apex is identically scaled and shown in outline for parallel comparison. 

Factors influencing this experiment beyond the application of probe bias include 

reduced ion current density, and the use of a lighter ion species.  Both factors are 

expected to improve the sharpening effect in both control and experimental cases. 

 

2.1.2. Control sharpening of platinum iridium alloy 

As a natural control, an etched PtIr probe is sharpened via conventional sputter 

sharpening by argon ions. Ion energies of 1.6 keV were employed with a grounded probe 

and the sputtering process proceeded for 10 h, adding assurance of equilibrium of form. 

As seen in Figure 2.4, the resulting probe is impressively sharp, but does not reach the 

scale achieved in the FDSS experimental case.  The resulting radius of curvature is 

approximately 8 nm. 
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2.2. Sharpening of Tungsten Probes 

Polycrystalline tungsten probes are commonly employed in scanning tunneling 

microscopy due to their ease of preparation and low cost.  Tungsten probes produced by 

NaOH electrochemical etch can be further sharpened with the field-directed sputter 

sharpening procedure, under conditions similar to those employed for platinum iridium 

alloy.  As a disadvantage, the ambient exposure required for TEM characterization 

commonly results in the oxidation of the probe surface prior to analysis.  This difficulty 

is eliminated if electron microscopy is foregone in favor of immediate transfer to 

ultrahigh vacuum.  Results of scanning tunneling microscope characterization will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

 Several characteristic results of tungsten probe sharpening are provided in 

Figures 2.5 and 2.6.  In each case, the probe radius is found to be significantly reduced 

from initial conditions, and such probe formation is found to be typical for similarly 

prepared probes.  We find tungsten probe radii to fall within a range of 1-5 nm, generally 

an improvement over earlier results discussed in Chapter 1.  It is believed that ambient 

exposure adversely affects these tungsten probes during transfer, resulting in oxide 

growth.  This growth appears predominantly at the probe apex and is expected to result 

in detectable blunting of the probe prior to characterization. 

 

2.3. Discussion 

The FDSS technique is found to produce exceptionally sharp probes and to be self-

limiting and reproducible.  Of note is the relative improvement when compared to the 

conventional sputter erosion technique.  The radius of curvature for some probes was 
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found to approach the atomic scale, meeting or exceeding the 1.6 nm projected range for 

1.6 keV argon in platinum reported by TRIM.47  In general this range is expected to offer 

a lower bound for sharpening procedures, though a reduction of ion energy will reduce 

ion range, potentially facilitating a full reduction of probe dimensions to the atomic 

scale. 
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2.4. Figures 

 

Figure 2.1: Transmission electron micrograph of a typical MAS PtIr probe.  The radius of curvature is 
approximately 100 nm and a mild surface layer is visible. 
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Figure 2.2: Sharpening progression of a MAS PtIr probe subjected to field-directed sputter sharpening. Ion 
energy of 2 keV and probe bias of 400 V were employed.  2.2A shows the initial probe form, 2.2B shows 
the probe following 75 min of erosion, 2.2C after 135 total min, 2.2D after 165 total min, 2.2E after 195 
total min.  Figure 2.2F shows a high resolution image of the tip seen in Figure 2.2E.  The radius of 
curvature is shown to reduce to the single nanometer scale. 
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Figure 2.3: Scaled comparison between subsequent erosion stages of a platinum iridium probe subjected to 
field-directed sputter sharpening.  Ion energy of 2 keV and probe bias of 400 V were employed. 
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Figure 2.4: Platinum iridium alloy probe prepared by conventional sputter sharpening with 1.6 keV ions 
and grounded probe.  The resulting probe has a radius of curvature of approximately 8 nm and a curiously 
large cone angle. 
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Figure 2.5: Demonstration of the field-directed sputter sharpening procedure on a polycrystalline tungsten 
probe.  The initial probe is shown in Figure 2.5A.  Ion energy was 2 keV and probe bias of 400 V was 
employed for 15 min.  The final probe radius of curvature (Figure 2.5B) is 1-2 nm when measured at the 
subsurface tungsten layer. 
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Figure 2.6: Further demonstration of polycrystalline tungsten sharpening.  Ion energy of 2 keV was 
employed and a probe bias of 400 V was applied during sputtering, which proceeded for 35 min.  The 
initial probe appears in Figure 2.6A and the probe following FDSS appears in 2.6B. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MECHANISM OF PROBE NANOSTRUCTURING UNDER FIELD-DIRECTED 

SPUTTER SHARPENING 
 

This chapter describes simulation of the field-directed sputter erosion process, 

describing the effects of electric field on ion action at the probe surface.  Specifically, 

Section 3.1 considers the influence on an impinging ion beam of an applied bias to a 

simple infinite wire system, and Section 3.2 discusses variation with probe bias of 

average ion current density at the probe apex. 

 
3.1. Local Influence of Probe Bias on Ion Path Trajectory 

 
The most intuitive model for field-directed sputter sharpening results directly 

from selective beam spreading at regions of enhanced electric field.  At regions of 

increased surface curvature, the electric field is enhanced due to charge localization, a 

phenomenon which can be understood by application of Gauss’s law to a surface at 

uniform electric potential.  This field selectively repels the ion beam from the probe 

region while sputter erosion proceeds in the surrounding area.  This image is appealing, 

but is insufficient to explain the improvements observed under applied probe bias when 

compared with conventional sputter sharpening.  It is believed that sputter induced 

morphology changes, and specifically the resulting structure following edge formation, 

are dependent on surface diffusion phenomena.24,29 

For convenience, we consider a simple probe model of an infinite conducting 

wire.  The wire is an appealing choice of geometry in view of the future goal of 

modeling sputter erosion under the Sigmund model.23  In this model the energy 

distribution is approximately Gaussian in space and integration over the infinite wire 

length provides an equivalently distributed Gaussian in a simplified two-dimensional 
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system.  Nevertheless, for this computation we are concerned only with ion motion in 

the probe region. 

 It is understood that the electric potential of an ionized atom in the 

vicinity of a positively biased infinite wire can be described: 

( )
r
k

r
RqVrUrU tt ≡== )(r     (3.1) 

Recognizing this system as a repulsive Kepler potential,48 we can immediately 

write the hyperbolic ion path form for a probe centered at the origin: 
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where m is the mass of the ion species employed, E is the initial ion energy (kinetic), and 

L is the angular momentum of the probe-ion system, given by 

mExL 20=     (3.5) 

In the equations above, (r,θ) are coordinates of the polar coordinate system, and θ0 is a 

constant of integration, which can be determined from initial conditions.  Specifically, 

assuming the ion approaches from an infinite distance, r becomes infinite for θ 

approaching the surface normal (π/2).  Therefore, we can determine 
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This simple solution of the Kepler problem for a repulsive spherical potential 

allows for the computation of ion paths for a variety of experimental conditions, as 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

In further analysis we shall assume a uniform flux of ions.  This approximation is 

reasonable on the length scale with which we are concerned, with probe radii on the 

order of 100 nm.  As a result, one need only ask the range of initial ion positions for 

which probe impact results.  In the simplest case, this relates to the initial position x0 for 

which ion impact occurs at a 90 degree angle of incidence.  Any ion originating farther 

from the axis than x0 will not impact the sphere.  To solve this problem, simply consider 

the state for which the ion path proceeds normal to the vector r: 

( )
( )( ) 0

1cos
sin

0

0 =
−−

−
=

∂
∂

θθ
θθ

θ eC
er     (3.7) 

As C and the orbit eccentricity (e) are both finite in this model, and the eccentricity is 

non-zero for a repulsive potential, this equation is solved where the sine term approaches 

zero, or equivalently: 

( )e
1arcsin0 ==θθ     (3.8) 

Applying this restriction to Equation (3.2), we determine solutions for which this 

configuration occurs at the outer shell of our surface: 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( 111arcsin1arcsincos11
−=−−== eCeeeC

Rr t

)  (3.9) 

We reduce this equation and replace the ratio of probe bias to accelerating voltage as 

shown in Equation (3.10): 

r
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E
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The solution to this equation is 

rt VRx −= 10      (3.12) 

 

3.2. Average Ion Flux over a Biased Cylindrical Conductor 

From the results of Section 3.1, we can describe average ion current density over 

the modeled two-dimensional probe.  As shown in Figure 3.2, the current originating in 

the region between zero and x0 is distributed in some, as yet unexplained, manner over 

the sphere surface.  Ions originating outside this window are deflected and do not impact 

the probe.  Under our assumption of uniform ion current density, we can describe the 

number of ions striking the probe: 

0xN ionρ=      (3.13) 

where ρion is the density of ions originating at the ion source. Given a final probe radius 

below 5 nm, and the possible influence of thermal effects on the final probe dimension, 

it can be interesting to consider the energy dissipated on the sphere, and we therefore 

consider the distribution of these ions over the region of length Rt.  The ratio of 

generated ion flux to surface ion flux is given by 

r
ion

surf V−= 1
ρ
ρ

    (3.14) 

We can then describe the ion flux at the probe surface for variable biasing 

conditions, described by Vr.  A plot of this ion flux is provided in Figure 3.3. 
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3.3.  Discussion 

The reduction in average ion current density at the probe apex with increasing 

probe bias has been determined for a geometrically simple system, the infinite 

conductive cylinder.  The ion current density is independent of probe radius, and varies 

as the root of the voltage ratio Vr.  We believe that this offers one possible explanation 

for the field-directed sputter sharpening effect.  It is suggested that a selective reduction 

of ion flux at a probe apex can result in selective reduction of surface diffusion at the 

apex, leading to minimized equilibrium probe dimensions.  In this case, a similar effect 

might be achieved by a universal reduction in ion current density, with the additional 

effect of significantly increasing the time interval necessary for sharpening to proceed. 

Alternatively, it is known that diffusion in an electric field gradient can influence 

the motion of surface atoms and counterbalance thermal diffusion effects.40  Throughout 

this work no indication has been seen of accumulative growth of structure at the probe 

apex, a characteristic feature of such field-induced growth.41  However, the study of 

field-directed sputter sharpening in a plasma etching environment may offer insight into 

this possibility.49 
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3.4. Figures 

 

Figure 3.1: Simulation of several singly ionized argon ion paths over a biased probe.  Probe bias is 1 kV 
with initial ion energy of 2 keV, for Vr=0.5.  Initial ion positions are denoted in Angstroms (50, 70, 90, 
125). 
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Figure 3.2: Calculated ion path for a glancing impact, as determined by Equation (3.12).  In this system, 
ion energy was 2 keV, and the probe was biased to 1.4 keV.  The radius of the spherical probe was fixed at 
100 Å, and singly ionized argon ions were assumed.
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Figure 3.3: Calculated variation in normalized apex ion current density with the relative applied probe 
bias.  Vr is defined in Equation (3.10) and the plot is derived from Equation (3.14). 
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CHAPTER 4 

SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY AND HIGH FIDELITY ELECTRON-
STIMULATED DESORPTION 

 

The ability to employ probes prepared by field-directed sputter sharpening 

(FDSS) in the ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscope (UHV-STM) is of 

interest for purposes of precise substrate modification.  Specifically, FDSS probes are 

shown to produce exceptional electron-stimulated desorption3 patterns on the hydrogen 

passivated Si(100) 2x1 reconstructed surface [Si(100) 2x1:H]. 

 In addition to the imaging capabilities of the STM, it offers the potential for 

selective chemical structuring of the substrate surface.  In this case, electrons tunneling 

from tip to surface will be employed for the selective desorption of hydrogen.  This 

process can be performed either as a single electron process in the field emission regime 

by directly elevating the bonding electron to the antibonding state, or via a vibrational 

heating mechanism at lower electron energies.50 

 

4.1. High Fidelity Patterning of the Si(100) 2x1:H Surface 

Following sharpening of a tungsten probe, the STM provides an excellent tool for 

characterization.  Though use in the STM can be a significantly more subjective measure 

of probe quality, as it is the ultimate goal of this experiment it is arguably the best 

possible metric.  As the spatial distribution of the electron tunneling current is dependent 

on the probe radius,51 electron-stimulated patterning offers a reasonable technique for 

probe apex characterization.  The quality of FDSS probes in STM can be demonstrated 

by high resolution imaging, but more importantly by high fidelity patterning of the 
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hydrogen passivated silicon surface.  In Figure 4.1, a high resolution image of the 

Si(100) 2x1:H surface is shown.  Though it is not necessary to perform extensive 

sharpening procedures to achieve such resolution, the result demonstrates clearly an 

ability to employ the resulting probe for STM and suggests the absence of significant 

amounts of radiation-induced crystal damage as a source of instability. 

Additionally, patterning of the silicon surface by electron-stimulated desorption 

of hydrogen was performed, and the result shown in Figure 4.2.  The high fidelity 

patterns produced suggest a small probe apex with correspondingly narrow tunneling 

current distribution.   

 

4.2. Probe Regeneration by Field-Directed Sputter Sharpening 

While operating within the STM, probes commonly undergo structural changes 

due, for example, to surface diffusion or mechanical contact with the substrate under 

analysis.  Though the result of a “tip change” can be advantageous, for instance by the 

creation of an atomically sharp point, more frequently imaging resolution suffers. Often 

disadvantageous changes are reversible, though the recovery process is rarely 

deterministic, and commonly involves aggressive tip actions until further structural 

modification occurs. 

Unfortunately, scanned probes remain a consumable item.  However, for mildly 

damaged probes, regeneration by FDSS may be possible.  In this experiment, a 

polycrystalline tungsten probe was employed in the STM for imaging and patterning of 

the silicon surface.  Following extended scanning, the probe sustained damage and was 

unable to provide precise patterning.  Figure 4.3 includes a representative pattern 
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produced by the degraded probe.  Though some evidence of atomic-scale surface 

structure can be discerned, the electron-stimulated desorption patterns are broadened.  

Additionally, the probe appears to have multiple apices, each of which is providing an 

STM image of the surface in parallel.  As a result, multiple shadow images are visible on 

the surface for each line.  It was determined that the damaged probe used to generate 

Figure 4.3 would be a good candidate for regeneration via FDSS.  Without removal from 

high vacuum, the probe was subjected to FDSS processing with ion energies of 1.2 keV 

and a probe bias of 200 V.  The probe was not imaged by transmission electron 

microscopy, but immediately returned to ultrahigh vacuum for further use in the STM. 

The regenerated tip enabled stable imaging of the silicon surface, and high 

fidelity patterning by electron-stimulated desorption.  One representative pattern is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.4.  Of particular interest is the extreme patterning precision 

visible in this image.  Outside of the immediate patterns, which follow the atomic dimers 

of the surface, most dangling bonds are randomly distributed and due to imperfect 

sample preparation, as opposed to electron-stimulated desorption. 
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4.3. Figures 

 

Figure 4.1: Dimer resolution imaging of the silicon(100) 2x1:H surface using a tungsten tip processed with 
field-directed sputter sharpening.  Imaging performed with a -2 V sample bias and 50 pA tunneling current 
setpoint. 
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Figure 4.2: Electron-stimulated desorption patterning of the Si(100) 2x1:H surface performed by 
polycrystalline tungsten FDSS probe.  Noteworthy features include the relative absence of spurious 
depassivation events, outside the background of mild defects related to sample preparation.  Also, the 
slight variation in tip that occurs during the scan is worthy of note.  It cannot be claimed that FDSS probes 
are more resilient than their etched counterparts of equivalent material.  Tip instability can occur, but here 
will rarely occur as a result of unstable adsorbates on the probe surface.  Imaging was done with a sample 
bias of -2 V and tunneling current of 50 pA.  Patterning was done with a sample bias of +4 V, a tunneling 
current of 2 nA, and dose of 2 x 10-3 coulombs/cm. 
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Figure 4.3: STM topographic data for electron-stimulated desorption patterns on the hydrogen passivated 
Si(100) 2x1 surface.  Scanning bias of -2 V and tunneling current 50 pA were employed for imaging.  
During patterning a sample bias of +4 V and tunneling current of 2 nA were employed, the tip velocity 
during patterning provided a line dose of 2 x 10-3 coulombs/cm.  Silicon dimers and two atomic steps are 
visible, but patterns are broadened and tip multiplicity is apparent.  Red lines correspond to the probe path 
followed during the depassivation cycle. 
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Figure 4.4: STM topographic data collected on the Si(100) 2x1:H surface following FDSS probe 
regeneration with ion energy of 1.2 keV and probe bias of 200 V.  During scanning, sample bias of -2 V 
and tunneling current of 50 pA were employed. During patterning a sample bias of +4 V and tunneling 
current of 2 nA were employed.  The tip velocity provided a line dose of 2 x 10-3 coulombs/cm. The 
circular feature in the lower left is a deliberate broad depassivation site created by a pause of the tip while 
under patterning conditions.  Many of the bright features in this image are dangling silicon bonds created 
by an imperfect sample preparation cycle. Several of these depassivation sites have been bound to 
adsorbed molecules, which serve as surface contaminants. The patterned lines are of extremely high 
fidelity, generally following the silicon dimer surface structure with few spurious atomic desorption 
events. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this thesis we have demonstrated the ability to sharpen tungsten and platinum 

iridium alloy probes to nanometer and sub-nanometer proportions by a novel technique 

termed field-directed sputter sharpening.  The resulting probes were shown by 

transmission electron microscopy to include reduced radii of curvature when compared 

with their classically sputter eroded counterparts.  The exact mechanism for this 

sharpening procedure is not known, but two possible influences have been identified 

which may encourage such an effect.  First, we have modeled the reduction of ion flux in 

the vicinity of a biased probe under the assumption of an isolated conductive wire.  A 

reduction in ion flux will reduce radiation induced and thermally induced surface 

diffusion, which is expected to reduce the equilibrium probe radius of curvature.  

Alternatively, the field enhancement occurring at the probe apex will influence the flux 

of diffusing surface ions, which may result in an additional sharpening effect.  Further 

work is necessary to distinguish these effects, or potentially to determine additional 

factors involved. 

Field-directed sputter sharpening promises scalability, even to the wafer scale.  

Further exploration of this scaling process, perhaps through plasma processing, is an 

intriguing focus for further study. 

A distinguishing characteristic of sputter erosion sharpening is its applicability 

across material systems.  The anticipated ability to apply field-directed sputter 

sharpening to novel materials for which chemical sharpening procedures are not readily 
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available promises exciting opportunities for novel probes.  By selecting material 

properties of interest, experimental conditions can be tailors for the material system 

being studied.  Films of ultra-hard material might provide increased mechanical stability 

in scanned probe applications.  Selection of electronically favorable materials might 

facilitate nanoscale electrical contacts to molecules or devices, including carbon 

nanotubes or graphene nanoribbons.  With proper material selection, controlled 

deposition from probe to sample of probe material or of probe adsorbates may be 

facilitated. 

Additionally, the goal of patterning with reliable atomic precision is likely to be 

achievable and field-directed sputter sharpening promises reproducibility and 

regenerability for such a task.  Even the ideal probe can promise only a finite life 

expectancy, and the prospect of in situ regeneration of such probes is exciting.  By full 

exploration of the parameter space for field-directed sputter sharpening, it is possible 

that predictable, reproducible, atomically precise patterning of the silicon-hydrogen 

system and others will be achievable even to the micron scale. 
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